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Abstract: Drying of an aqueous suspension containing fine granules leads to the formation of a
circular pattern, i.e., the coffee-ring effect. Here, we report the effect of mechanical rotation with
drying of an aqueous suspension containing a large amount of granular particles as in the Turkish
coffee. It was found that wavy fragmented stripes, or a “waggly pattern”, appear in the early stage
of the drying process and a “polka-dot pattern” with many small circles is generated in the late
stage. We discuss the mechanism of these patterns in terms of the kinetic effect on micro phase-
segregation. We suggest that the waggly pattern is induced through a mechanism similar to spinodal
decomposition, whereas polka-dot formation is accompanied by the enhanced segregation of a
water-rich phase under mechanical rotation.

Keywords: coffee-ring; micro phase-segregation; transition of drying pattern

1. Introduction

The formation of a deposition pattern with the evaporation of a liquid containing
nonvolatile particles has attracted considerable interest not only from a fundamental scien-
tific aspects perspective [1–3], but also from an engineering point of view with respect to
coating and patterning processes [4,5]. As a typical pattern, a so-called coffee-ring is caused
by the transportation of solute particles toward a pinned contact line driven by Marangoni
effect, or spatial gradient of the surface tension, under a differential evaporation rate over
the liquid/air surface [6–11]. In addition to the formation of a ring-like pattern [12], the gen-
eration of various kinds of morphologies, such as fractures, cracks, straight lines, spiral and
dry parch, have been reported in the drying of droplets containing micro or nanoparti-
cles [13–22]. Smart control of the positioning of nanoparticles by using photo-sensitive
surfactant in drying droplets was also reported [23]. It has been shown that particles can be
concentrated at the center of a droplet through spot-irradiation of its apex with a heating
laser, by dismissing the coffee-ring pattern, which phenomenon was interpreted in terms of
the reversal of intra-droplet flow induced by a thermal Marangoni effect [24,25]. A similar
manner of particle deposition at the center of a droplet was observed when the solvent was
changed from water to octane [26]. To suppress the coffee-ring effect, or the heterogeneous
deposition of particles, various methodologies have been proposed, including the appli-
cation of a surface acoustic wave [27], the imposition of electronic fields [28,29], heating
of the solid substrate [30], and the addition of a surfactant [31,32]. In the present study,
we performed a drying experiment by adopting an aqueous suspension containing fine
coffee powder/granules, i.e., Turkish coffee, which is usually served without filtering and
thus contains a relatively large amount of micro-particles. Drying this solution under a
horizontal static condition results in the formation of a homogeneous granular layer with-
out the formation of a coffee-ring. Interestingly, characteristic patterns of drying granules,
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such as multiple wavy segments and several mini-circles, are generated using a rotating
dish under a tilting condition.

2. Materials and Methods

Roasted coffee beans were ground with a conical burr coffee grinder (product MSCS-
2B, Hario Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Larger particles were sieved out of the ground powder
with a sifter (grid size of 250 µm, Tokyo Screen Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). In Figure 1,
the experimental procedure in a schematic manner is shown, together with the photograph
of the coffee powder (average diameter of 68 µm, and standard deviation of 23 µm).
Aqueous solution was prepared by mixing 900 mg of ground coffee beans with 3 mL
of ultrapure water (produced with Milli-Q water purification system, Millipore, Merck).
The mixed solution was transferred onto a paper dish, of which the surface laminated with
polyethylene terephthalate is hydrophobic and the diameter of the bottom planar part is
140 mm (RS-362, Dixie Japan Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Then, the solution was mechanically
homogenized with a vortex mixer (SI-0286, Scientific Industries Inc., Bohemia, NY, USA).
In the present Communication, we report the experimental results under the conditions
that the paper dish was fixed to a rotating dish with a tilting angle of θ = 45◦ and was
rotated at 60 rpm by a direct current motor (mini-motor multi-ratio gearbox (12-speed),
item 70190, Tamiya Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). As for the effect of tilting, we found that the coffee
solution tends to flow out from the dish when θ is larger than 60◦, whereas contrast of
the generating pattern becomes relatively unclear when θ is smaller than 30◦. Thus, we
have carried out the experiment by taking the tilting angle as 45◦. Under the condition
θ = 45◦, when the rotation rate is smaller than 30 rpm, the solution tends to flow downward
outside the dish. When the rotation rate is larger than 100 rpm, the generated pattern
tends to be inhomogeneous between the inner and outer regions of the dish, because of the
relatively large magnitude of the oscillation on the centrifugal force. Based on the results
of these preliminary experiments, we report the experimental results at the fixed values of
the tilting angle at 45◦ and rotational rate at 60 rpm, in order to reveal the representable
transition of the drying patters between wavy fragmented stripes and many mini-circles.
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Figure 1. Experimental scheme. (a) Roasted coffee beans were ground with a conical burr grinder.
Larger particles were sieved out of the ground powder with a sifter (grid size: 250 µm). The ground
coffee was mixed with pure water on a paper dish (diameter of the horizontal circular area: 140 mm),
and the solution was spread over the whole dish by vibration with a vortex mixer. (b) Experimental
apparatus to rotate the tilted dish with the solution containing the coffee particles. The paper dish
with the coffee solution was fixed to a rotating dish with a tilting angle of θ = 45◦. The dish was
rotated at 60 rpm. During rotation, the whole experimental apparatus was situated inside a control
box with constant humidity (60%) and temperature (20 ◦C).
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3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the drying patterns obtained from the coffee solution, by adopting
(a–d) a solution containing coffee powder (see Figure 1a) and (e) filtered solution without
powder. All of the pictures were taken for the completely dried states after standing still
for 24 h with horizontal positioning. For the experiments shown in (a–d), we used a
suspension with the solution of coffee powder on a paper dish, of which the surface is
hydrophobic. Figure 2a shows the appearance of a pattern with many wavy shapes, which
was obtained by fixing the solution on the tilted plate for 10 s in a stationary manner and
then rotating it for 1 min. Hereafter, we call this morphology a “waggly” pattern. Figure 2b
shows the drying pattern after 10 s of stationary tilting and then 20 min of plate rotation.
The appearance of many mini-circles with a diameter of ~1 mm is observed, which we call
“polka-dot” in this article. Here, it is to be noted that the waggly and polka-dot patterns
appeared for the same experimental solution with different time-period of the dish rotation.
Figure 2c shows a tree-like pattern which was generated under the stationary tilt condition
for 1 min without rotation. Figure 2d shows a homogeneous layer of powder obtained by
drying the coffee suspension under a horizontal arrangement. For comparison, Figure 2e
shows a so-called coffee-ring, which was generated under horizontal drying of a droplet of
coffee solution prepared through filtration. In both Figure 2d,e, 0.1 mL of coffee solution
was deposited on the paper plate.

As shown in the experimental observations (Figure 2), it has become clear that drying
under tilted rotation strongly affects the outcome; a waggly pattern appears first and
then a polka-dot pattern develops. Next, we discuss the mechanism of the occurrence of
the characteristic patterns. Under dish rotation, the coffee suspension is segregated into
grain-rich and water-rich solutions as revealed in Figure 2. It would be expected that the
underlying mechanism of the pattern formation observed for the suspension could be
interpreted in terms of a kinetic effect in the first-order phase-transition. Thus, we will
consider the appearance of the waggly and polka-dot patterns by adopting Cahn–Hilliard-
type simple model equations [33–39]:

∂η

∂t
= ∇

(
Mc∇

δF
δη

)
, (1)

where the free energy F exhibits two different contributions: bimodality with the order
parameter and the interfacial energy. Here, Mc is a parameter of diffusivity and t is time.

F =
∫ (

Lη(1− η) +
α

2
|∇η|2

)
dv, (2)

where L, α and dv are interaction parameter, gradient energy coefficient and differential
volume, respectively. For simplicity, we chose the bimodal profile of the interaction energy
as a function of η, corresponding to the water content in the solution containing coffee
grains; η = 1 corresponds to pure water. We also neglected the contribution from the
mixing entropy, since we are considering the segregation of relatively large particles of
coffee grains. For the calculation of Equation (2), we tentatively adopted the parameters
L = 6.4 × 103 J/mol and α = 3.0 × 10−3 Jm2/mol, so as to obtain the pattern with usual
spinodal decomposition. We may regard that η = 0, 1 correspond to the dense coffee
grains and the clear solution, respectively. Strictly speaking, our experimental system is
non-conservative, because of the evaporation of water to cause the spatial pattern. Thus,
the usual Cahn–Hilliard equation does not hold in a strict manner for our experiments,
especially for the experimental conditions with relatively large effect of the evaporation.
However, the numerical results can still be expected to provide useful insight into the
mechanism of pattern formation. Actually, for the initial stage of the drying process when
the water content does not decrease so much, the kinetic equation based on Cahn–Hilliard
model would represent the essential feature of the segregation. Since the order parameter
η is dependent primarily on the relative concentration of the coffee grains, we may need to
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consider that the diffusivity Mc is sensitively dependent on η, in addition to the bimodal
dependence (the term η (1 − η)),

Mc =

[
D0

RT
η +

D1

RT
(1− η)

]
η(1− η), (3)

where D0 and D1 are the diffusion constants for the states with η = 0 and 1, respectively. In
the following simulation, we used the universal gas constant R = 8.31 J/mol. We adopted
the apparent diffusion constants D0 = 4.0× 10−10 m2/s and D1 = 4.0× 10−8 m2/s, by
taking into account the effect of the smaller diffusivity of the grain rich solution. We
adapted one-order larger value for the apparent diffusivity of water, D1, as that of the pure
water with stationary standing state [40], by considering the effect owe to the rhythmic
change in gravitational field induced by the dish rotation. As for the diffusivity of the
grain powder (the diameter is ca. 40 µm as estimated from the average diameter of 68
µm, as mentioned in Materials and Methods), it is expected that its diffusion constant
is on the order of 10−5–10−6 comparted to that of water for the usual Brownian motion
under thermal equilibrium, as estimated from the Stokes–Einstein relationship. In addition,
with the decrease of the water content, the diffusion of the coffee grain should become
much lower. Thus, it is noted that the adapted value for D1 is rather large compared
to the intrinsic diffusivity under the fluctuation-dispersion relationship near thermal
equilibricity. In other words, we perform the numerical modeling with the consideration
of the effect induced by the external agitation, i.e., the periodic change of the gravitational
field accompanied by the rotation of the tilted dish. Through such simple assumptions, we
performed a numerical simulation using a two-dimensional system to shed light on the
essential mechanism on the time-development of the generated pattern. It may be possible
to include the effect of the periodic acceleration during dish rotation by tuning the effective
temperature in the simulation. However, in the present study, for simplicity we used room
temperature, T = 293 K. We carried out the numerical simulation by modifying the source
code of Python available from the open access version [41], provided by the “Yamanaka
Laboratoty” at Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology, Japan. The grid spacing in
the computation is taken as 1.0× 10−3 m. The time width and step number are 0.01 s and
13,000, respectively; corresponding to a time-period of 130 s.
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Figure 2. Generation of various characteristic patterns from a drying solution containing coffee
powder under different conditions. The scale bars are 10 mm. (a) A waggly pattern with many wavy
shapes formed when the paper dish was tilted while stationary for 10 s and then rotated for 1 min at
a fixed angle of 45◦ (see Figure 1b). After the rotation, the dish was stood still horizontally for 24 h.
The light brown and dark brown parts indicate water-rich and powder-rich regions, respectively.
(b) Polka-dot pattern with many mini-circles generated from the coffee solution, with tilting without
rotation for 10 s and then rotation for 20 min. After the rotation, the dish was stood still horizontally
for 24 h. (c) Tree-like pattern caused by the downward flow of coffee solution when the plate was
tilted at a fixed angle of 45◦ for 1 min without rotation, the dish was stood still horizontally for
24 h. (d) Homogeneous pattern formed by drying the coffee solution containing the powder, i.e.,
essentially the same solution as in (a–c). (e) Usual so-called coffee-ring formed by drying the filtered
coffee solution with almost no grained powder.

Figure 3 exemplifies the segregation pattern generated after 130 s from the start
of the segregation in the simulation. Figure 3a shows the appearance of wavy short-
fragmented stripes, where the coloring of the segregation pattern is carried out with a
threshold value of η = 0.53. This wavy pattern is familiar for phase segregation with
spinodal decomposition [42] and apparently is similar to the waggly pattern observed in
the early state (1 min rotation) of the drying process with vessel rotation as in Figure 2a.
In contrast, Figure 3b shows the appearance of many mini-circles when the threshold is
η = 0.56, corresponding to the polka-dot pattern observed in the late stage with rotation
as in Figure 2b. Here, note that the apparent patterns change markedly depending on the
threshold value for the same stage of the phase segregation kinetics. Figure 3c shows the
spatial profile of the order parameter for the same region as in Figure 3a,b, revealing the
existence of multiple domains with a larger η value along a wavy stripe. The appearance of
multiple spots implies the occurrence of mini water-rich spots and such water-rich regions
would prefer the formation of round shaped domain owe to the effect of surface tension.
Thus, it is expected that such water-rich mini-domains tend to develop circular aqueous
droplets during the longer drying process with rotation under tilting. The rate of water
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evaporation is expected to be faster in the grain-rich region (corresponding to the domain
with smaller parameter η) compared to that from the relatively smooth surface of the mini
water-rich region, which may induce the formation of mini water droplets with circular
shapes by causing the polka-dot pattern.
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Figure 3. Segregation pattern obtained from numerical simulation for phase-segregation with the
simple model equations (Equations (1)–(3)). The scale bars are 10 mm. (a,b): Spatial patterns with
different threshold values of the parameter, η = 0.53 and 0.56, respectively, both of which correspond
to the pattern generated after 130 s from the start of segregation. The bright parts in (b) show the
region that is more water-rich than that in (a). (c): Order parameter along a section as indicated
by a green bar in (a) and a red bar in (b), which are chosen from the spatial patterns in (a,b). (d):
Artificial 3D color image on the same numerical simulation as in (a,b), revealing the existence of mini
water-rich spots on the upper part (larger η value) of the waggly pattern.
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4. Conclusions

We have reported the formation of waggly and polka-dot patterns for a drying solution
containing fine coffee granules under tilted rotation. The results showed that mm-sized
phase-segregation between the powder-rich and water-rich phases occurs for the drying
solution with dish-rotation, whereas a homogeneous drying layer is generated without
rotation. In relation to our observation, the appearance of various unique patterns from
a coffee solution with a large amount of grain powder is known as a “fortune telling”
pattern with Turkish coffee [43]. Inspired by such interesting pattern formation, we have
performed the present study by introducing the effect of mechanical rotation of the plate.
The appearance of the polka-dot pattern implies the realization of a uniform pattern with
many mini-circles. It is noted that the time-development from waggly onto polka-dot
pattern implies a kind of reverse process of coarse-graining. On the other hand, it is well
known that coarsening or Ostwald ripening is the usual scenario in spinodal decomposi-
tion. Recently, it has been suggested that assemblies of self-propelled particles can cause
reverse Ostwald ripening, i.e., reverse process of coarsening [44]. As similar phenomenon,
the formation of spherical domains through the kinetics of spinodal decomposition was
observed for a rubber-modified epoxy resin accompanied by a chemical reaction [45–48].
It is also noted that, from theoretical considerations, self-propelled particles are expected to
undergo phase-separation [49–51], suggesting the occurrence of reverse process of coarsen-
ing during the development of phases separation. Thus, it is expected that the occurrence
of the reverse-coarsening is generated under the far-equilibrium conditions through the
violation of the fluctuation-dissipation relationship, or caused by the external mechanical
agitation. In our experiment, the periodic change of the gravitational field should cause
fluctuating translational motion of the segregating domains and such forcing effect may
concern with the underlying mechanism on the specific phase-segregation of self-propelled
particles under the violation of the fluctuation-dissipation relationship. The results of the
present study as in Figure 2 suggest that the formation of many mini-circular pattern from
waggly pattern, or reverse Ostwald ripening, can be generated for passive particles under
external agitation of the mechanical dish rotation with a tilted state. Here, it is to be noted
that, for the transition of the patterns, surface tension should play an important role in
the formation of the circular domain as in the Polka-dot pattern through the decrease of
the droplet surface area in the water-rich domains. In our 2D model simulation, we have
not adapted these important effects in an apparent manner. It is highly expected that our
results will stimulate experimental studies to examine the possible appearance of unique
drying-induced patterns for solutions under various types of external mechanical agitation
and also theoretical studies to clarify the detailed mechanism of the time-development
from waggly pattern onto polka-dot pattern.
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